
Cyberfeed is an actionable threat intelligence based service offering real-time and 
global intelligence data feeds about security threats posing a threat or have 
compromised organizations worldwide.

Identifying and solving security incidents is the mission of Cyber Security 
Emergency teams worldwide. Cyberfeed's live Indicators provide the velocity 
and integrity of events needed for a successful investigation.

Efficiently respond to information security 
incidents by effectively mitigating false 
positives.

Deliver reports as soon as possible after
incident zero hour.

Converge all events in a uniform, simple
way for Incident tracking systems.

Easily assess and audit the network 
scenarios for in-range organizations
and contacts.

Prioritize actions through a holistic 
understanding of   risks throughout your 
extended ecosystem.

Share information with other CERTs
and related agencies.

CERTs Security Challenges Cyberfeed
Offers CERTs

Very few false positives, allowing you 
to immediately triage and validate 
suspected incidents.

World coverage of security threats, 
without timeframe issues.

Use the available open formats to 
integrate, store, and catalog the history 
of events.

Eliminate blind spots by obtaining 
enriched events with network and

geo data.

Detection of information stealing Trojans in 
devices and machines.

Reputation of customer networks.

Detect compromised accounts and hosts.

Identification of possible phishing campaigns and 
brand abuse scenarios on customer networks.

Identify messages being flagged as SPAM and brand 
abuse campaigns.
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Use Cases
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Cyberfeed gathers, consolidates and aggregates security data feeds delivering through an API, 
dashboard, multiple SIEM connectors and an appliance Actionable Threat Intelligence.

Cyberfeed Architecture

Cyberfeed for CERTs / CSIRTs
Delivering Real Security in Real-Time against Real Threats

Cyberfeed provides intelligence which can be immediately actionable to 
identify security threats enabling organizations to benefit from:

Cyberfeed Benefits

Why choose Cyberfeed:

More than 25 000 events streamed per 
second.

Real-time data on cyber-attacks as 
they happen

Lean and very light service without 
the need for storage

Actionable intelligence to stop 
cyber-threats

Flexibility by allowing customizing 
and processing data feeds including 
measuring, filtering and 
de-duplicating events on the fly. 

360º view of a threat by encapsulating data from a rich variety of 
sources, processing large volumes of relevant data with real-time results, 
and providing a holistic view to support informed decisions and prioritize 
action plans.

Proactive Security from real-world threat intelligence based on 
real-time threat awareness and activity trends, to inform and protect 
customers from emerging threats.

Intelligenct is normalized, de-duplicated, and enriched. Delivered in 
condensed and standard format, to be used with all systems, including 
SIEM, Firewalls, Email Systems, CRMs and other Business Applications.

Adjustment to customer and organizational responses based on context 
and risk profile; by supplying real-time threats and reputation 
information, organizations can take effective information-based decisions 
and respond advantageously to mitigate attacks and frauds on their 
systems, internal and external.

IT security resources and productivity improvement, by dismissing 
manual threat and vulnerability research required by IT, and gaining 
superior threat awareness in a fraction of the time.
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